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Why We Are Here

Cloud Foundry and OpenStack attracting significant interest among cloud developers, users, vendors

- Cloud Foundry: 36% increase in code commits in last year. 2,100+ total developers¹
- OpenStack: 1,300 active contributors, deployed by 1200 companies²

As an open source developer you can

- Use Cloud Foundry to quickly deploy apps
- Contribute to the Cloud Foundry and OpenStack open source projects

² https://01.org/openstack/home/intel-openstack-solution-brief
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The Power of a Trusted, Private OpenStack* Cloud

Deploy services in minutes with the right service level

Business and IT Agility
through on-demand, self-service delivery

Operational Efficiency
through advanced orchestration

Lower Costs
through efficient resource sharing

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
Why PaaS?

Custom Application Hosting
- Rapid app hosting with no server provisioning
- Abstracted HW & SW Infrastructure
- Built to scale massively and be super efficient

Intel IT: From innovative Idea to production service in less than a day
The Intel IT Story

• Path finding work started in 2010
• Ultimately selected OpenStack and Cloud Foundry
• Full production in 2014, currently deployed two sites for internally-facing apps
• Hundreds of apps and users
• Future plans: global deployment with multiple sites and instances, hybrid cloud with public cloud providers
What is Cloud Foundry?

- Cloud Foundry is an open standard for cloud applications
- It is open source, multi-cloud, and multi-vendor
- It is hardened production infrastructure for global enterprises
- It is designed to make devops the normal state of computing
- It is built for fast-cycle innovation of cloud applications
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Cloud Foundry and OpenStack

- Integrated open source cloud stack to deploy applications
- Similar API-based services and message passing architecture
- Leading private IaaS and PaaS with broad industry support
- Supports private, private-hosted, public, hybrid PaaS

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.*
Intel IT Key Benefits

Developers

• Time to deploy
• Self-service
• Focus on app development
• Choice of programming languages
• Supports Agile and CI/CD

Operations

• Automation
• Rolling updates
• Resilient architecture
• Open: flexible, configurable
Intel IT Key Learnings

• Advantages deploying PaaS on top of IaaS
• Enterprise use of open source
• More cloud-aware apps
Intel Participation in the OpenStack Community

• Platinum member
• Important role in the Enterprise Workgroup
• Contributing across most major projects today (Top-10 across most modules)
• Working with the ecosystem to drive adoption

Significant Intel Contributions

Incubation / Not Integrated

1 – Identified as a Top-10 contributor on “Commits” at www.stackalytics.com

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
Facilitating Enterprise OpenStack Adoption

Intel is a key participant in the Enterprise Workgroup at the OpenStack Foundation.
Intel Participation in the Cloud Foundry Community

• Platinum member
• Community Advisory Board
• Contributing Enterprise requirements
• Optimizing runtimes
• Working with the ecosystem to drive adoption

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.*
In Closing…

PaaS is a game changer to quickly deploy apps

Intel is making significant investment and contributions to open source

• OpenStack
• Cloud Foundry
• Runtimes - programming languages

As an open source developer you can

• **Try it out**: evaluate Cloud Foundry
• **Get involved**: contribute to the Cloud Foundry and OpenStack projects

“OpenStack is here, and it’s ready. Eleven Fortune 100 firms (eg. Best Buy, BMW, Comcast, Disney, Wal-Mart) are already using OpenStack for production environments, making its viability and presence in the market irrefutable”

- Forrester Research, Inc, 2015

“Cloud Foundry is among the most widely used open source PaaS technologies in the enterprise today.”

- 451 Research, March 2014

**Sources:**
1 "OpenStack is Ready – Are You?," by Forrester Research, May 18, 2015. See https://www.openstack.org/enterprise/forrester-report/
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